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This document provides guidelines on appropriate use of the Unified Compliance Framework® (UCF®) 

name, logo, partner logo, tagline, and UCF® Elements icons.

The first step in using the UCF logo, the UCF Partner logo, the logo with the UCF name and tagline, or 

the Common Controls Hub logo is to ensure that you have received permission from Unified 

Compliance. In addition, if you would like to use any of these marks in a manner not within the 

guidelines, you must seek our prior permission. To do so, please submit your request to 

Kerry MacInnes at kmacinnes@unifiedcompliance.com.

Please follow these guidelines when referencing the UCF in your documentation, website, 

signage, or marketing/sales materials.

Overview

mailto:kmacinnes@unifiedcompliance.com
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Names

Network Frontiers, LLC This is the official name of the company

Unified Compliance This is the dba name of the company for this particular product line

Unified Compliance Framework This is the name of the framework to which the Common Controls Hub, 
UCF Mapper, STIGViewer, and our Research portal belong

Unified Compliance Team This is how we refer to those who work for our organization
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The Science of Compliance

"The Science of Compliance" is the tagline of the Unified 
Compliance Framework. 

To reflect the science aspects of this company, the 
typography and honeycomb pattern have angular, clean 

and clinical styles.
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Trademarks

•The full list can be found here:
•https://trademarks.justia.com/owners/network-frontiers-
llc-2600785/

Trademark Serial Number

Unified Compliance Framework 85650159, 85650149

UCF 85650152, 85650164, 85650179

The Science of Compliance 85650158, 85650161, 85650176

Unified Compliance Framework 85650159, 85650171

Commons Controls Hub 87592637

UCF 85650179

IT UCF 85650893, 85650903, 85650830

Portable Compliance Profile 86353104, 86353105, 86353106

UCF Mapper 87592633

https://trademarks.justia.com/owners/network-frontiers-llc-2600785/
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Trademarked Terms & Taglines

Unified Compliance Framework®
trademark

Spell out the first appearance of the name, Unified Compliance Framework®, and use the ® 
symbol to denote the registered trademark status of “Unified Compliance Framework.”

UCF® trademark UCF is a registered trademark; use the ® symbol to denote the registered trademark status. If 
“UCF” is used to abbreviate “Unified Compliance Framework,” use “Unified Compliance 
Framework® (UCF®)” prior to using the abbreviation. Each page on a website would benefit 
from using the complete name reference.

The Science of Compliance® tagline When the tagline “The Science of Compliance®” is used, ensure the registered trademark 
symbol is present.

UCF Logo Usage Please adhere to the following guidelines when using the UCF logo. Never change the logo 
font, recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way. Do not delete or crop the ® from the 
logo.

All marks should be annotated in a trademark section.

In a document’s trademark section, include the sentence, “Unified Compliance Framework, UCF, The Science of Compliance, 
and the UCF logo are registered trademarks of Network Frontiers, LLC, dba Unified Compliance.”
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UCF Logo

PMS: 186
®

The UCF Logo is in our primary colors. The black cells represent individual 
mandates. The white swoosh represents our mapping process cutting 
through them.

When shown with accompanying text, the logo has the added ® registration.

When displayed on banners and other advertising, the logo is perfectly 
squared without the ®.

The red bottom represents the Common Controls that covers all mandates.

The logo is trademarked under serial numbers
85650830, 85650893, and 85650903.
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UFC Logo Usage
Please adhere to the following guidelines when using the UCF logo. Never change the logo font, 

recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way. Do not delete or crop the ® from the logo.

Logo Color
The UCF logo should always be printed in the UCF Red color, which takes the following formats:
R 206, G 17, B 38 Hex #CE1126 Pantone 186 PMS: 186

Proportions
The UCF logo is perfectly square. Do not alter or change the drawing proportions in any aspect or 
way.

Clear Space
At 100% of the normal size of the logo, there is a 4-pixel white border around the UCF logo. Do not 
remove or cover over that white space.

Smallest Size
The smallest size permitted for the logo is 50 x 50 pixels:

Links
When the logo is displayed on a website or in a document with live links, the logo should link back 
to http://www.unifiedcompliance.com.

®

http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/
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• Never change the logo font, recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way. Never change the font of 
the UCF name or tagline. Do not delete or crop the ® from the logo, product name, or tagline.

UCF Logo with Name & Tagline
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Attribution

• Attribution can be short, as shown on the top 
left, or longer, as shown on the bottom left.

• Attribution text can be no smaller than 10 
points.

Network Frontiers, LLC has granted 
permission for this use of its 
trademarks and copyrighted material.®

Network Frontiers, LLC owns the trademarks “UCF” the UCF Logo, 
and “Common Controls Hub” as well as certain copyrighted material 
contained in this presentation, which is used with permission.
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Brand Typeface
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Common Controls Logo
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Common Controls Hub Logo Usage

Please adhere to the following guidelines when using the Common Controls Hub logo:

N
Never change the logo font, recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way. Never change the font of 
the UCF name or tagline. The logo can be used in a stacked or horizontal format.

Logo Color 
The Common Controls Hub logo should always be printed in the UCF Red color, which takes the 
following formats: R 206, G 17, B 38 Hex #CE1126 Pantone 186

Proportions
Do not alter or change the drawing proportions in any aspect or way.

Clear Space 
At 100% of the normal size of the logo, there is a 4-pixel white border around the logo. Do not 
remove or cover over that white space.

Smallest Size
The smallest size permitted for the Common Controls Hub stacked logo is 145 x 50 pixels: The 
smallest size permitted for the Common Controls Hub horizontal logo is 350 x 50 pixels.
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Links for Common Controls Hub Logo

When the logo is displayed on a web site or in a document with live links, the logo should link back to 
https://commoncontrolshub.com/.

https://commoncontrolshub.com/
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Common Controls Logo 

Horizontal No Background

Horizontal Black Background

Horizontal White Background for Color and Images

If the background is not black, please use the white
background (Horizontal White Background for Color and Images)

Used only when the background color is not black or if the logo is over an image.
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Leave 10px whitespace between UCF and visual/text elements

Recommended padding for all logo orientations

Stacked No Background

If the background is not black, please use the white background seen below.

Horizontal Black Background

Horizontal White Background for Color and Images

Used only when the background color is not black or if the logo is over an image.
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Mapper Tool Logo Correct Usage

Horizontal White Background for of Color and Images

Used only when the background color is not black
or if the logo is over an image.

Horizontal No Background

Horizontal Black Background

If the background is not black, please use the white background seen below.
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UCF Mapper Logo Usage

Please adhere to the following guidelines when using the UCF Mapper logo:

Never change the logo font, recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way.

Logo Color
The UCF Mapper logo should always be printed in the UCF Red color, which takes the following 
formats R 206, G 17, B 38 Hex #CE1126 Pantone 186

Proportions
Do not alter or change the drawing proportions in any aspect or way.

Clear Space
At 100% of the normal size of the logo, there is a 4-pixel white border around the logo. Do not remove 
or cover over that white space.

Smallest Size
The smallest size permitted for the UCF Mapper logo is 209 x 70 pixels.
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Links for UCF Mapper Logo

When the logo is displayed on a website or in a document with live links, the logo should link back to 
https://ucfmapper.com.

https://ucfmapper.com/
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Compliance Dictionary Logo Correct Usage

Horizontal White Background for Color and ImagesHorizontal No Background

Used only when the background color is not black or if the logo is 
over an image.

Horizontal Black Background
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Compliance Dictionary Logo (Stacked)

Recommended padding for all logo orientations

Leave 10px whitespace between UCF and 
visual/text elements

Stacked No Background

Stacked Black Background

If the background is not black, please use the white background seen below.
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STIG Viewer Logo and Correct Usage

Horizontal No Background

Horizontal Black Background

If the background is not black, please use the 
white background seen below.

Horizontal White Background for Color and Images

Used only when the background color is not black 
or if the logo is over an image.Recommended Padding For All Logo Orientations

Leave 10px whitespace between UCF and visual/text elements
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‘Powered by the UCF’ Logo Usage
Please adhere to the following guidelines when using the ‘Powered by the UCF’ Partner logo:

Never change the logo font, recreate the logo, or alter the logo in any way.

The ‘Powered by the UCF logo’ should always be printed in the UCF Red color, which takes 
the following formats:

R 206 G 17 B 38 Hex #CE1126 Pantone 186

Proportions
Do not alter or change the drawing proportions in any aspect or way.

Clear Space
At 100% size, there is a 10-pixel border surrounding the logo. Do not remove or cover over 
that white space.

Smallest Size
The smallest size permitted for the ‘Powered by the UCF logo’ is 2 inches or 192 pixels 
square.
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Links for ‘Powered by the UCF’ Logo

When the logo is displayed on a website or in a document with live links, the logo should link back to 
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com. Developers may optionally link to their company or product 

description on the UCF web site.

http://www.unifiedcompliance.com
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Additional Logos

Logo should be large enough to stay legible
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Brand Colors
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Colors should be used as assets in illustrations. Above colors should never be used for the main background.

Use as a background color. Use for hexagons, skin tones, predominate color in illustrations.

Brand Colors 

Above colors should be used for the stroke and 
illustrations.
Should not be used for skin tone.
Can be a background color.

Primary colors for website and app construction
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The UCF Structure

Categories are color-coded

The structure as a whole is presented 
in a simplified data structure format. 
Each item is called an element.

Squared elements denote 
external authority over the 
element.

Notched elements denote 
elements that the organization 
can govern.

Teardrop elements denote 
elements found in the CCH 
website.
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The UCF Structure
The UCF Elements Icons

Each major table in the UCF has its own elemental icon for 
educational and communication purposes. These icons are 
color-coded as well as design-coded. Square icons represent 
elements of compliance, while notched icons represent 
elements of governance.

When presented individually, each icon should be no smaller than 96 pixels. Icons 
may be presented with or without shadows.
Each Element icon is presented with the Element’s two- or three-character table 
acronym as well as the table’s name.
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Key Terms & Definitions

Authority Document Laws, Regulations, International and National Standards, Guidelines, Contractual 
Obligations, and industry best practices.

Authority Document Mapping Cataloging Authority Documents and breaking down each Citation into tagged mandates for 
mapping to a suite of harmonized Common Controls.

Citation A passage or expression in a document that is quoted or cited.

Citation Guidance The text from a passage or expression in a document that is quoted or cited.

Citation Reference The symbolic annotation that ascribes a citation as being a part of a passage or expression 
in a specific document.

Common Control A shared compliance requirement written in plain English connected by verbs and nouns to 
the original mandates an organization must follow.

Follow capitalization conventions for terms as they are written below.
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Key Terms & Definitions
Information Gathering Citation A citation that asks a question to gather information about the organization, its facilities, its 

services, etc., provides information, or relies on references to other sections in the 
Authority Document or other Authority Documents.

Issuer The harmonized title the UCF® team has given all those who either publish or promulgate 
Authority Documents.

Mandate An official order or commission to do something.

Mapping Process The steps used by Mapping Teams to catalog Authority Documents and break down each 
Citation into tagged mandates that can be mapped to a Common Control.

Mapping Program The structures, training, support system, tools, and business operations involved in mapping 
Authority Documents into the Unified Compliance Framework®.

Mapping Project A project designed to catalogue an Authority Document, or map Citations within an 
Authority Document.

Mapping Step The lowest level unit of the mapping process, a step can be a question to be answered, a 
field to be filled in, a relationship to be determined.
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Key Terms & Definitions
Mapping task Each mapping project is broken down into a series of mapping tasks. Cataloging Authority 

Documents has only one task while Citation mapping has many.

Mapping workflow Each mapping task is broken down into several mapping workflows that group together 
discrete, coherent steps.

Mapping Team A team of five; a mapper, reviewer, approver, lexicographer, and lawyer who examine, tag, 
and map citations and mandates to Common Controls.

Professional Compliance Mapper An individual contributor of a Mapping Team, certified as a Mapper by Unified Compliance.

Membership Wall A system that prevents Internet users from accessing content without first becoming a 
member of the website or organization.

Paywall A system that prevents Internet users from accessing content without paying for the 
content.

Stub Citation A citation, normally a partial sentence, that is used as a pre-cursor to a fuller citation, such
as “Personal data shall be:” wherein the citations that follow fill out the rest of the sentence.
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Key Terms & Definitions

Turnstile sign-in page A sign-in page that requires some information to access the Authority Document but is not 
a member page.

UCF Mapper The domain name, and the name of the system that we use within the Unified Compliance 
Framework®, to map Authority Documents into our structure and database.

Unified Compliance Framework®

(UCF®)

The UCF® examines and maps the mandates from Authority Documents to a subset of 
harmonized Common Controls allowing deduplication of efforts.

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) A compact sequence of characters that identifies an abstract or physical resource. A URI can 
be further classified as a locator, a name, or both.

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) Refers to the subset of URIs that, in addition to identifying a resource, provide a means of 
locating the resource by describing its primary access mechanism (e.g., its network 
“location”).
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Key Terms & Definitions

Common Controls Hub The largest library of interconnected Authority Documents, so you can see the minimum 
number of Common Controls with which you need to comply.

Common Controls Hub Account Any organization or person may establish an Account within the Common Controls Hub. 
Any number of people can join that Account.

Compliance The state of being in accordance with laws, regulations, industry codes, organizational 
standards, or contractual arrangements.

Compliance Dictionary A lexicon that gives people working with compliance guidance a way to efficiently check their 
language choices and standardize terminology.

Configuration Citation A citation that contains the instructions used to arrange or setup a computer system, 
application, or component based upon system environment and 
organizational requirements.

Control A documented practice, policy or procedure that is established within an organization as 
mandated by an Authority Document to create value or minimize risk.

Effective Date The date on which an Authority Document takes effect.
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Icons

Icon Color: Black & Red (PMS: 186)
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Compliance has a lot of risks involved on a day-to-day basis. Illustrated scenarios and 

characters bring emotion to the brand that help to better visualize the importance of this 

product and the challenges these users face. These graphics are used in marketing and 

presentation materials.

Visual Aides
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Honeycomb should only be used as a background element.
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Illustrations should be modular with small accents of color.
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"Sarah at Desk" should be used only in association with the result 
of using the UCF Products
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When representing characters without bodies or 
backgrounds, include a light grey circle with heads centered 

for a unified look.
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When illustrating different personalities, include small details such as
personal items to make the illustrations more engaging.
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Graphs should be included to 
break up information.
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UCF Mapper

Categories are separated 
in sections
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UCF Mapper Diagram

Diagram used exclusively
for UCF Mapper Tool.


